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A Boss Babe’s Guide to Your First 

Week of Financial Fitness 

fitn dis cash in yo wallet!! 
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Hey there! We are two twentysomethings with a passion for getting our sh*t 

together and want to help you get your sh*t together too. We’ve realized the 

value of having a healthy, independent, and proactive money mindset, leading 

us to successful money management. It can take YEARS of trial and error to get 

your financial ducks in a row, so let us help you skip the learning curve and 

follow us on our journey to financial freedom. 

So why do you need this book? Well what worked for our parents isn’t going to 

work for us.  Not only are we coming out of four years of heavy drinking school 

in more debt than ever, we care more about regular, big ticket travel, attending 

events (festies) and adventurous activities to #findourselves. We can’t employ the 

strategies of yesteryear and expect to be effectively #adulting.  

So why male models female millennials? Why do we need targeted strategies for 

our demo? The reality is as women we aren't exposed to financial literacy at a 

young age. We’re expected to accept wage, 

wealth and thigh gaps that are holding us back 

from reaching our full financial potential. 
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Here are some shady AF stats: 

 Of the %1.5 trillion student loan debt accumulated in the US, 2/3 is held by 

women.  

 41% of women say not investing more of their money (due to lack of 

knowledge and confidence) is their biggest financial regret.  

 The cumulative lifetime earnings gap between men and women is 

$1,055,000.  

 

Understanding these kind of facts has fueled us to live our most prosperous lives 

by spending every extra dollar and hour researching the optimal strategies for 

our situation. Now, we want to share our learnings with you, so you can start 

growing your money, peace out of the mental and physical money suck and 

obtain an overall healthier and wealthier mindset. I mean, that’s just like, the 

rules of feminism! 

We truly believe that the cold, hard cash you could ever want to support all your 

passions already exists. Read on to learn how to get that dough and achieve   fire

finances!  
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What is financial wellness, and what is the first step to leading a more 

financially fit life?  

 Is it deleting Postmates? 

 Is it showing up to brunch and ordering 

a water and two poached eggs under 

the guise of being on keto? 

 Or is it trolling the apps for finance bros 

who might give you some tips while 

maybe getting a free meal out of it? 

We’re here to tell ya that if you think the path to financial wellness starts with any 

of those, you are WRONG. 

Attaining financial wellness means shifting your thoughts, words, and actions to 

arise from a place of abundance, not scarcity. The power of a positive mind is…

well powerful! Without this paradigm shift, you could work your tits off for the rest 

of your life to painstakingly build a decent fortune – 

but guess what? Every dollar you earn, receive, 

spend, invest, give, and donate will be a source of 

stress. Every credit card payment, phone bill and 

tax will ignite a tiny internal rage, and you’ll find 

yourself shopping for larger and larger wine 

glasses with each passing year.   

Most of us have negative thought processes surrounding money. We all have that 

one friend who is always broke, openly complains about how little she makes, is 

suddenly a math professor when it comes time to split the check, and yet is the 

SLOWEST to respond to a Venmo request, forcing you to hit that awk “remind” 

button. Don’t have this friend? Well then bad news, it’s probably you.  

BUT s’all good because we got your back boo! 
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Here are some quick ways to jumpstart your wealthy headspace: 

 Develop a money mantra. Write it on your mirror, stick it on your fridge, recite 

it when you wake up in the morning and before you go to bed. Examples: 

 Abundance flows easily to me. 

 I am grateful to money because it provides me with everything I need. 

 Money always has my back. 

 Money energy flows to me and through me and circulates back to me. 

 Money is an abundant resource and is infinitely available to me. 

 Completely ELIMINATE the phrase “I can’t afford it.” It’s like the dream you had 

last night or the poem you wrote – NO ONE cares to hear it! 

 Get clear on the exact amount of money you want, why you want it, how it’ll 

make you feel when you have it, and how it’s going to transform your life. 

 Make a list of all the reasons why you are grateful to money – including the 

money you have yet to manifest. 

 Keep it tight! Go to our blog to find addition-

al resources on how you can hit the spiritual/

mental/emotional gym, so your wallet be 

stayin’ viscous!  
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Okay, so now that you’re in an open, abundant headspace, what’s the 

next step? There is SO much to personal finance that it can seem 

overwhelming – especially when you have every mansplainer on the  

      planet throwing random “tips” your way.  

 

Let’s simplify the process and introduce what we 

call the Chunking Method. Instead of worrying 

about tackling all areas of your personal finance 

at once, focus on one chunk at a time, learn it 

and move onto the next chunk. That’s what this 

guide is doing for you by prioritizing and 

breaking out topics of financial wellness.          

Pro tip: YOU DON’T NEED TO KILL IT IN EVERY 

AREA OF YOUR FINANCES AT ONCE TO HAVE YOUR SH*T TOGETHER. 

 

Take a real, hard look in the mirror and face your financial situation. You need to 

know the full picture before you can employ 

specific strategies.  

You may think you’re too cool for school 

you don’t have enough money to warrant a 

legit financial plan (money blueprint), but I 

have a news flash for you Walter 

Cronkite…you aren’t you do. Many of us 

have near-term passions that require some 

serious dough #wanderlust. You need to establish both your short-term and long-

term goals, so you know what you’re working towards. 

These goals may include saving money for a two-week getaway in Bali or that 

Goldendoodle pup you’ve had your eye on (medium/short-term goals), investing 

in your retirement (long-term goal), or puttin’ some  cash away for a down 

payment on an apartment/house (medium/long-term goal).  
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Before growing your wealth, you need to take inventory of your accounts 

and ask yourself some important questions: Do I have debt? Is it high-

cost consumer debt from credit cards or lower interest student loan debt? 

Do I have an emergency fund for a rainy day? What is my savings rate month to 

month? Am I contributing to a retirement account? Do I have money left over to 

invest given my current habits? Assessing your money situation is key to 

determining how much risk you can afford to take/are comfortable with in terms 

of investing (if that’s your ultimate goal).  

 

If you’re not yet sold on creating a blueprint, in 2018 Charles Schwab found 

“three in five Americans live paycheck to paycheck and that only one in four have 

a written financial plan, but those who do exhibit positive investing and saving 

behavior.” Additionally, their research shows that “Planners” are more likely to be 

more effective at managing debt. *Perfectionist emoji pending* 

Want to know how well you’re currently managing your money? Take Charles 

Schwab’s 2018 Modern Wealth Index quiz.  

          

       (Our score ) 

 

Once you perform a full self-assessment and 

get clear on your financial goals, read on! 
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You work hard for the money so hard for it, honey , make a dece 

salary, pay day comes around, and then a few days later — poof! Dafuq 

my money go…? It’s kinda like when the waiter brings my fettuccine 

alfredo and within five minutes, I’ve devoured the entire plate in a trance. I’ve 

practiced 0.0 mindfulness.  

 

Introducing mindfulness into your personal 

finances is key to saving more, becoming 

debt-free and bankrolling the lifestyle you 

want to live. Creating a monthly budget 

and tracking your expenses regularly is 

one of the best ways to bring awareness to 

your financial situation. Just like keeping a 

food diary helps you cut excess cals, 

budgeting helps identify bloat in your 

spending. 

 

If you’re “never having enough” to go on that vacation or finally invest in some 

stocks, the good news is that you may be leaking money without even realizing it! 

The only way to know is by reviewing your expenses and creating a monthly 

spending plan. This spending plan should align with the goals you set on Day 2.  

 

Start with reviewing the last three months of expenditures and take the average to 

get your typical monthly spend. Create categories for each expenditure and 

observe how much of your monthly spend is taken up by each bucket. General 

categories include: rent/housing, utilities, transit, food and dining, shopping, 

travel, health, entertainment, other. These are separate from savings and 

investment contributions, and loan/debt payments. 
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Whether your goal is to invest more, pay down your student loans more 

quickly or save up for a car, you need to identify the bloat in your monthly 

spend. Are you spending $100 on SBUX 

each month when your office offers coffee for 

free? $200 on a gym membership you maybe use 

twice a month? A budget will help you plug these 

leaks and identify areas for savings. Frequent 

small purchases can add up to hundreds of 

dollars at the end of the month. Sticking to a 

budget forces you to ask yourself whether you 

really NEED two more lip kits this month. 

 

There are many apps and automation services to track your spending and alert 

you when you are projected to exceed your budget threshold. The apps are best 

for those desiring a more hands-off approach. Many link to your accounts, allow 

you to budget for each category, categorize your transactions for you and display 

your monthly spending trends. 

 

For those wanting a more detailed and hands-on approach, you can do all of 

your budgeting in an Excel worksheet. This is our preferred method as not only do 

we find it therapeutic, it elevates our money mindfulness. Creating your own 

model means you can make it completely personalized for you and even project 

how much you’ll have in each account given your current habits years from now! 

Want to know how we do this? Visit our site to get your bundle of budgeting party 

favors and learn about our favorite budgeting strategies. 
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Alright, hold onto your tits ladies 

because this is going to be THE 

hardest look in the mirror you’ll do 

all week. It’s time to get down and dirty with 

your debt. The good news is, you’ve already 

done the hard parts in Days 2 and 3, 

making this step SO much easier. 

 

Debt is a sensitive subject and is NOT talked 

about very often. In the words of Nicole Lapin: “Women will talk about anything—

from blow jobs to diarrhea—before we talk about money, even with our close 

friends.” And this hundo P applies to debt. Side note: to my friends oversharing 

about your poop, can you please stop doing that in my presence? You know who 

you are. ANYWAY, the lack of debt talk is primarily due to feelings of shame. But 

remember the principles of Day 1, you gotta get your head on straight before you 

can slay your debt. 

 

You are not your debt and your debt is not you, nor does it reflect negatively on 

you. Remember abundance, not scarcity: debt is not preventing you from 

achieving your dreams, it’s providing you the opportunity to achieve them more 

fiercely. Most businesses do not get started 

without borrowing (we’re no exception) 

and you’d never have that kick-ass law 

degree without some serious student loan 

moolah. Viewing debt from a place of 

abundance can be supes empowering; it’ll 

motivate you to get that peach outta debt 

prettay, prettay damn fast.  
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We have a ton of amazeballs strategies to GTFO debt that will be rolling 

out on our blog this year—so keep your eyes peeled (especially you new 

grads)!  

But for now, peep these quick tips: 

 The hundreds of dollars you’ll save from implementing a sick money blueprint 

and badass budget in Days 2 & 3 can transfer directly into debt repayments. 

 All Debt IS NOT CREATED EQUAL. Record every debt source and the 

associated interest rates. Now use common sense: pay off those with the 

highest rates first. The prioritization flow usually looks something like: credit 

cards -> auto loans -> student loans (thanks Obama…jk please come back 

I’m not crying you’re crying) -> mortgages. 

 Set a deadline. Determine how much per month you need to pay to reach this 

goal and set up a recurring, AUTOMATIC payment. BTW, anytime you miss a 

payment, it kills your credit score, so this is a v smart strategy. 

 Negotiate a lower interest rate for your credit card with your bank (yes, this is a 

real thing). 

 The cash diet is the new keto. Go on a money detox for a month and only pay 

for things in cash. Plus with so many bills in your wallet, you’ll give off stripper 

vibes = v sexy.  

 Got multiple student loans? Work with your loan management company to 

consolidate them, giving you an overall lower interest rate. Consolidation is 

also better for your credit! 

 Add another revenue stream – more on this in Day 7. 
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Do you like mutual funds and CDs?! See dees savings grow in your 

account! Boom, roasted. 

 

Alright, you’ve mitigated the brutal soul-sucker that is 

high-cost consumer credit card debt, so now what? Welp, 

as we all know, shit happens. It’s time to build you’re “oh 

f*ck” fund to prepare you for that rainy day. And when it 

rains, it pours. You’re “oh f*ck” fund, or emergency fund 

(more commonly called) will keep you under your 

umbrella, ella, ella, eh, eh, eh and protect you when you 

lose your job, encounter illness, move across the country, 

your car breaks down, you say “fu*ck this desk jockey 

lyfe” and run away to join the circus that is starting your own business, et cetera, 

et cetera.  

 

You need at least 3 months living expenses (the amount of which you’ve now 

determined through budgeting in Day 3) when you’re just starting out, have high 

job security, or have a source readily available to tap for a short-term loan (hey 

mom and dad). In the long run, you’ll want to build up a stash ‘o cash to cover 6 

– 12 months of expenses. You’ll want to build this larger reserve sooner rather 

than later if you have high variability/instability in your job sitch or income. 

 

Fun fact tho, hoarding this stash ‘o cash under your mattress or even in your brick

-and-mortar bank’s checking or savings account isn’t the most effective way to 

save. I don’t even have a traditional, personal savings account. Say wuhh? Enter 

our shady frenemy, INFLATION. When employment is up and people have lotsa 

cash to spend and the cost to borrow is hella cheap, there is too much money 

chasing too few goods. And when there is higher 

demand for lower supply, prices go up. Boom, 

you just mastered Econ 101, you’re welc.  
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What does this have anything to do with savings accounts? Well, inflation rises 

about 3% per year, decreasing the purchasing power of your money under that 

mattress. This means you’ll want to store your funds in an account that yields the 

highest Annual Percentage Yield on your funds as poss. As a teen, I started out 

with a savings account with an APY of 0.01%. Pretty sus. Then I got kicked out of 

said account shortly after for making too many transfers #analretentive—but 

that’s another story.. 

 

So shop around and hit Pound Town: capitalize on compound interest as early 

and as much as possible (more on this in Day 6). Online banks that don’t have to 

shell out millions on physical branches and extensive ATM networks provide sav-

ings accounts and Money Market Accounts that yield higher rates. And if you’re 

ready to take your savings to the next level, look into investing at least part of your 

savings in the market to grow your money at a rate that will actually beat infla-

tion.  

 

Head spinning right about now? No worries girl, we spill all the tea on where/

how to park your money in our weekly investing journey. Follow along with us! 
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While investing in your retirement doesn't seem sexy on the surface, it’s 

actually the best way to experience Pound Town in all it’s seductive glory.  

 

Hittin’ Pound Town is capitalizing on our boy, compound interest, or the “snowball 

effect.” compound interest kicks your investments into overdrive, as it’s the dollar, 

dollar, bills  ya’ll you make on the interest on your investment AKA interest on 

interest AKA stacks on stacks AKA the exponential force that grows your money 

THE fastest.  

 

BUT to take FULL advantage of Pound Town, you gotta start early. The earlier the 

better. Many of you are already doing this through contributing to retirement 

accounts. And many of you are not. If you 

are not, that is OK because there’s no 

time like the present and we gotchu. 

 

Retirement planning can be v 

complicated—there are endless acronyms 

and terms and types of accounts that 

optimize for various tax benefits. You’ve 

probably  at least heard of 401(k) and/or IRA, but there are more types of 

retirement accounts out there including: 

 Traditional IRA  

 Roth IRA 

 SEP IRA 

 Simple IRA 

 401(k), 403(b), 457, TSP 

 Annuities 
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When crafting your financial retirement strategy, there are key questions you must 

ask yourself: 

 What do you want your post-career lifestyle to look like? The trendy minimalist? 

Or the fab Elizabeth Taylor? 

 What is the expected return on your retirement investment? 

 How should you account for inflation? 

 At what age will you retire? 

 Do plan on keeping/taking up a side hustle? 

 What’s your life expectancy? (Not fun, sorry) 

 What do you expect to receive from Social Security? (Barring it doesn't get 

Moon Doored—GOT fans where you at??) 

 

Overwhelming, we know. The GREAT news is we’ll be offering a complete, de-

tailed guide teaching you how to hack your retirement on our blog. You’ll not only 

learn where to park your money, you’ll learn how to reach that seven figure pay-

day by the time you’re ready for your first Bingo tourney. And that’s what we call 

being a true Golden Girl. So keep an eye out for that! 
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Goals set up, budget in place, debt, savings and retirement 

slayed...NOW WUT. If you lost your job tomorrow, yes you’d have your 

“oh f*ck” fund, but what if it takes awhile to land another gig AND your 

car is totaled AND you break your collarbone while 

snowboarding (now without health insurance) AND oh 

wait you still have that 50K student loan debt to pay 

off?? Suddenly your emergency fund that was 

supposed to cover a few months of living expenses has 

dwindled down to nuthin’. This is why you NEED 

another stream of income. Or two. Or three. 

 

We are in the age of the side hustle, and this is one pitcher of Kool-Aid you will 

want to drink. There are SO many options out there for you. Here’s a few: 

 Got a decent working car and a few Friday/Saturday nights free? Drive for 

Uber or Lyft. 

 Live in a popular, touristy area and have a functional place? Crash with the 

‘rents/friends a few days a month and rent out your place on AirBnB or while 

you’re on vacay. 

 Artsy fartsy type of gal? Sell your farm-to-table dreamcatchers on Etsy. 

 You a woman who’s good with her hands? Provide services on Handy and 

TaskRabbit. 

 Chic betch? Clean out your closet Eminem style 

and sell your unused clothing on Poshmark. 

 Interested in the ecommerce game? Sell your 

products through Amazon Fulfillment Services. 

 Design expert? Writer? Social media participant 

marketer? Hit up Upwork.  

 Start that damn business already. 
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Finally, there’s another way that doesn’t require working at the barre studio at the 

ass-crack of dawn, pulling tampons out of the used towel hamper (me 1 year 

ago). In fact, it doesn’t require trading your precious hours for dollars at all. It’s 

our favorite income generating method and it’s called investing. Warren Buffett, 

the best investor of all time, once said, “Never depend on a single income. Make 

investments to create a second source.” We’re talking about investing in compa-

nies that you believe in and that align with your values. And the way to do this is 

putting your money in the stock market.  

 

When I began investing with a couple thousand dollars, I did my (extensive) re-

search, followed the pros, stay dedicated to my practice, and within 9 months, 

grew my portfolio 250%. That’s the power of commitment and a little help from 

our friend the bull market. It seems scary, but the truth is, if you’re willing to do 

the work, it’s really not that complicated, and it’ll allow you to live the #adulting 

lifestyle you’ve always wanted to live. Anyone can do it. And YOU can dip your 

toes in today by following us along week-by-week on our investing journeys. Can’t 

wait to have you learn with us! 
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